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  Charts 

Chart A 
 
 

Teams Determination Chart 
 
 

 
 
# People # Teams Colors
 
12 - 14 3 Blue, Red, Green 
 
15 - 17 4 Blue, Red, Green, Yellow 
 
18 - 21 5 Blue, Red, Green, Yellow, Purple 
 
22 - 24 6 Blue, Red, Green, Orange, Yellow, Purple 
 
25 - 27 7 Blue, Red, Green, Orange, Yellow, Purple, Silver 
 
28 - 36 8 Blue, Red, Green, Orange, Yellow, Purple, Silver,  
 Gold 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Counting off to form teams is highly effective and efficient, although 
other methods may be used.  If counting off is used, go around the 
group with participants counting 1 to _ , depending on the number of 
teams designated to play.  Tell participants to remember their 
numbers.  All number ones are on the same team, all number twos are 
on another team, etc. 
 
Always assign number ones to Blue team and number twos to Red 
team.  This assures that a Storekeeper/Banker (Blue Team) and Donor 
(Red Team) are included.  For between 22 and 36 participants, assign 
number threes to Green team and number fours to Orange team.  
Orange team provides a Donor and must have four players. 
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Charts 

Chart B 
 
 

Alternative Supplies 
 

The following supplies could be substituted for those listed in 
Advance Preparation. 

 
 
Felt-tipped Markers 

 
Pens 
Pencils 
Paint 
Chalk (if chalkboards are used instead of paper) 
Sticks (if the ground or sand is used instead of paper) 

 
File Cards 

 
Paper cut or torn to approximately 3" x 5" each 
Cardboard cut or torn to approximately 3" x 5" each 
Discarded library catalogue cards; use the backs 
Discarded file folders cut into 3" x 5" pieces 
Stick-on notes 

 
Flip Chart Paper 

 
Butcher paper (available in large rolls) 
Unprinted newsprint 
Chalkboards 
White boards 
The ground (scratchable earth without grass or other plants); 

or sand 
Smaller papers taped or pasted together to make larger 

sheets of paper 
Cloth (plain, unpatterned) 

 
Flip Chart Stands 

 
Walls 

 Chalkboards 
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  Charts 

Chart B continued 
 

Alternative Supplies 
 
 
Glue stick 

 
Mix flour and water to make a paste 
Transparent tape 
Pins - safety or straight 

 
Masking Tape 

 
Place the country papers on tables or on the floor 
Place country papers on flip chart stands using clips 
Volunteer holds up facilitator flip charts 

 
Name tags 

 
Address labels with adhesive backs 
File cards with tape 
Wide masking tape 

 
Small Paper Bag 

 
Box 
Any other container that will hold a variety of the Symbols 

 
Pens or Pencils 

 
Chalk 
Paint 

 
Symbols 

 
Instead of the Symbols (Appendix D, page 88), use 
purchased stickers 
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Charts 

Chart C 
 
 

Pamoja Regions 
 

The regions in each country are very important.  When teams draw their 
countries, each team should draw the specified regions for its particular country, 
as given below.  Region names are also given on team handouts. 
 
 
Blue Country 
 
Capital 
High Plateau 
Coastal 
Hill 
 
 
Gold Country 
 
Capital 
Canal 
Lowlands 
Beach 
 
 
Green Country 
 
Capital 
River Delta 
Lake 
Valley 
 
 
Orange Country 
 
Capital 
Mesa 
Island 
Harbor 
 
 

 
Purple Country 
 
Capital 
Highlands 
Peninsula 
Forest 
 
 
Red Country 
 
Capital 
Mountain 
Desert 
Gulf 
 
 
Silver Country 
 
Capital 
Canyon 
Uplands 
Meadow 
 
 
Yellow Country 
 
Capital 
Bay 
Plains 
Rain Forest 
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  Flip Chart A1 

Pamoja Schedule 
 

Approximate times 
Total = 3 hours 

 
1. General Orientation and Team 

Formation (20 minutes) 
 
2. Country and Culture Creation (20 

minutes) 
 
3. Role Selection and Orientation (20 

minutes) 
 
4. Break (15 minutes) 
 
5. Play Pamoja (45 minutes) 
 
6. End of Play 
 

 
Copyright © 1999 by Gail Wadsworth and Wendy D. White.  All rights reserved. 

 

7. Debriefing (60 minutes)
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  Flip Chart A2 

 

Pamoja Schedule 
 
 

Approximate times 
Total = 2 hrs. 45 min. 

 
 

1. General Orientation and Team 
Formation (20 minutes) 

 
2. Country and Culture Creation (20 

minutes) 
 
3. Role Selection and Orientation (20 

minutes) 
 
4. Play Pamoja (45 minutes) 
 
5. End of Play 
 
6. Debriefing (60 minutes) 

 
Copyright © 1999 by Gail Wadsworth and Wendy D. White.  All rights reserved. 
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  Flip Chart B 

 
Sample

Country Green 
 

MOUNTAINS 

CAPITAL 

PLAINS

 
 

 
Copyright © 1999 by Gail Wadsworth and Wendy D. White.  All rights reserved. 
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  Flip Chart C 

 
 

As a team 
 decide on 

 one important 
characteristic of 
your country’s 

culture. 
 

 
Copyright © 1999 by Gail Wadsworth and Wendy D White.  All rights reserved. 
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  Flip Chart D 

 
Sample Cultural Characteristic

 

The past and 
traditions 

 are very important 
 in our culture. 

 
Sample InfoFact

 
All of our children 
learn folk dances. 

 

 
Copyright © 1999 by Gail Wadsworth and Wendy D. White.  All rights reserved. 
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  Flip Chart E 

Sample 
 

Information Centers 
Building Plan

 
 

Development of 
museum 

information 
resources is our 

priority. 

 
Copyright © 1999 by Gail Wadsworth and Wendy D. White.  All rights reserved. 
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  Flip Chart F 

Tasks in Step 1 
 
 
 

1. Draw your country. 
 
2. Decide on your cultural 

characteristic. 
 
3. Write 15 InfoFacts that 

illustrate your cultural 
characteristic. 

 
4. Develop your Information 

Centers Building Plan. 
 
 

 
Copyright © 1999 by Gail Wadsworth and Wendy D. White.  All rights reserved. 
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  Flip Chart G 

 
Sample Search

 
Get an InfoFact 

from 
 

a Public Library 
in the Lake District 
of Country Green 

 
 

 
Copyright © 1999 by Gail Wadsworth and Wendy D. White.  All rights reserved. 
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  Flip Chart H 

Sample 
 

Pamoja Chance
 
 

Country farthest 
away from you faces 
economic crisis; go 
there to donate 100 

Mojas to its Country 
Representative. 

 

 
Copyright © 1999 by Gail Wadsworth and Wendy D. White.  All rights reserved. 
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Debriefing Topics 
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Debriefing Topics 

Roles 
 
Roles Overall 
 
Which roles had the most and the least power?  Why?  What 
defined power?  How realistic or unrealistic is this? 
 
If you were to participate in Pamoja again, would you choose a 
different role?  If so, what and why, and what would you hope 
to do in that role?  If not, what would you do differently in the 
same role? 
 
 
Ambassadors 
 
Did you place more value on the money or the information you 
got for your team?  Why?  How did you use each?  What is the 
value of information to an “ambassador”? 
 
Ambassadors are directed to gather information from other 
countries about their cultures.  How did this affect interaction? 
 
How realistic is it that ambassadors gather information about 
other cultures?  What are some real life examples of this? 
 
How did you learn about the other cultures? 
 
How did you feel being in a country where you didn’t 
understand the culture? 
 
If you felt uncomfortable, what did you do to feel more 
comfortable? 
 
What do people do when immersed in a culture not their 
own? 
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Debriefing Topics 

Roles continued 
 
Country Representatives 
 
How did you feel about giving InfoFacts to Ambassadors from 
other countries? 
 
In what ways did you place Information Centers to 
increase/decrease access to information?  In what ways do 
libraries, universities, museums and community centers 
ease/restrict access to information and what are the 
implications? 
 
What was your relationship with your country’s Ambassador?  
How did this effect your interactions with other Ambassadors? 
 
How did you feel when few/many Ambassadors came to your 
country? 
 
If an Ambassador came to your country more than once, how 
did this affect your relations with that country?  What 
implications are there for cross-cultural relations? 
 
How did you get information about the other countries? 
 
What kind of conclusions did you make about other countries 
based on their Ambassadors? 

 
What are some effects of judging a culture based on 
interactions with one person? 
 
What are some real life examples of when this happens 
(e.g., foreign exchange students; Peace Corps 
volunteers)? 
 
What are some responsibilities of being an ambassador in 
another culture? 
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Debriefing Topics 

Roles continued 
 
Gatekeepers 
 
How did the Gatekeepers impact relations between countries? 
 
Did any Gatekeepers establish rules for entry to their country? 

 
If so, did the Gatekeeper decide on the rules alone or in 
conjunction with other team members?  What were the 
effects of the rules?  What are some real life examples of 
gatekeepers establishing rules independently (e.g., 
remote border patrols)? 
 
If not, what was the effect on relations with other 
countries? 

 
How did the Gatekeepers influence access to information? 

 
What are some real life examples of gatekeepers who 
impact information access (e.g., Internet service 
providers, firewalls, librarians)? 
 
What are some positive and negative impacts of 
gatekeepers on information access (e.g., firewalls 
preventing a virus from affecting a computer, visa for a 
researcher denied by a country)? 

 
Storekeeper/Banker 
 
How thoroughly did the Storekeeper/Banker verify completed 
searches and chances?  How did you feel if the 
Storekeeper/Banker questioned you and checked on the truth of 
your completed searches?  How necessary was thorough 
checking? 
 
What was the impact of this role? 
 
What was the power of the Storekeeper/Banker? 
 

What was the effect of money in today’s simulation?  How 
realistic is this?
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Debriefing Topics 

Roles continued 
 
Donors 
 
What impact did the Donors have in today’s simulation?  Did 
Donor actions change the resource base of the countries?  How 
or how not? 
 
How did Donors feel, having control of funds that could impact 
countries’ information resources development?  Did you feel 
powerful? benevolent? generous? controlling? kind? 
misunderstood? unappreciated? 
 
How did others feel about asking the Donors for funds?  Did 
you feel poor? weak? clever? like beggers? entitled? demeaned? 
humiliated? calculating? gratified? joyous? 
 
Donors - How culturally sensitive were your decisions?  Would 
you have behaved differently if you had been made aware of 
the cultures of the countries?  If so, how? 
 
What was the relationship of the Donors with their own 
countries? 
 

Did Donors favor their own countries in distribution of 
funds?  If so, how? 
 
Did requestors from the Donors' own countries ask 
for/expect favored treatment?  If so, what were the 
results? 
 
What are some of the difficulties of being in a position 
where loyalties conflict (loyalties to family, country, 
employer, friends, ethical standards)? 
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Debriefing Topics 

Roles continued 
 
Donors continued 
 
Did the Donors establish any criteria for distribution of funds? 

 
If so, were others aware of the criteria, or were they 
known only to the Donors?  What were the results? 
 
If so, how did the Donors determine that criteria had 
been met? 

 
If Donors did follow up, how did countries feel 
about the Donors “checking up” on them? 
 
If Donors did not follow up, did any countries 
take the funds and ignore the Donor rules? 

 
If not, how were funds distributed? 
 
In real life, have you ever asked “donors” for assistance 
and been frustrated by confusing rules or criteria with 
which you disagreed?  Give some examples (e.g., student 
financial assistance, grants applications, monetary 
allowance from parents). 

 
What are some real life examples of times that you might be a 
donor?  a requestor? 
 
What are the effects of donors and charitable programs on 
international development? on cross-cultural relations? 
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Debriefing Topics 

Topic 1: Information Resources Planning and 
Decision Making 

 
Note:  If time allows, ask each team to reveal its Information 
Centers building plan. 
 
How did you decide on your country’s Information Centers 
building plan? 
 
What consideration did you give to equitable distribution of 
information resources? 
 
How did concern for marginalized groups affect the 
determination of your plan? 
 
What are some implications for populations in regions with few 
or no easily accessible Information Centers? 
 
How well were you able to maintain your Information Centers 
building plan? 
 
Pamoja rules allowed you to change your plan at any time.  If 
you changed your plan, why and how did you change it, or 
why did you not change it?  Thinking back on your plan now, 
would you change it in any way, and, if so, how? 
 
If you didn’t revise your plan, did you feel you were missing 
opportunities by strictly following the plan? 
 
Can anyone give an example of a time when perhaps following 
a plan was continued, even though it wasn’t working well, or 
when the plan became more important than the reason for it? 
 
How did the rules of Pamoja restrict the fulfillment of your 
plan? 
 
Did your plan have both short- and long-term goals?  If it had 
only short-term goals, how did that affect your country? 
 
What are some of the long-term benefits of building Information 
Centers? 
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Debriefing Topics 

Topic 1: Information Resources Planning and 
Decision Making continued 
 
Realizing that the Information Center buildings are only as 
relevant as the information they make available, and thinking in 
terms of your plan for the development of Information Centers, 
what might have been your country’s underlying goal for 
information dissemination, (e.g., build museums in every region 
in order to increase knowledge of the country’s heritage)? 
 
How did your plan affect your interactions with other 
countries? 
 
Did your plan include other countries? If it did or did not, how 
did this affect your interaction with the other countries? 
 
How did you indicate your plan to other countries?  Or, if you 
did not indicate or reveal it, why not? 
 
Was it more useful to have an open plan or a secret agenda?  
How? 
 
Was it helpful to understand other countries’ plans when 
interacting with them?  How or how not? 
 
How did your culture affect your plan?  Were they in harmony 
or conflict? 
 
What values of your culture were indicated in your building 
plan? 
 
Have you ever been in a position where you were expected to 
follow a plan that made you uncomfortable because it conflicted 
with your culture?  If so, how did you cope with this situation? 
 
What are some effective techniques for working within a 
managerial system different from what you are used to? 
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Debriefing Topics 

Topic 2: Acquisition, Use and Value of Information 
 
Information Acquisition 
 
What would have been the best strategy for placement of 
Information Centers to make information most easily accessible?  
least easily accessible? 
 
What methods did your team use to learn about the other 
countries?  Which methods were the most successful?  How do 
people learn about other cultures? 
 
How did acting within the culture of your country affect how you 
got and used information? 
 
How do different cultures collect and share information in different 
ways? 
 
How do different cultural orientations affect a country’s 
effectiveness in attracting/obtaining information resources? 
 
How is access to information affected by country, state or 
organizational policies?  or lack of policies, e.g., libraries 
inaccessible by public transportation, interlibrary loan restrictions? 
 
What implications do limited access policies have for the Internet?  
for access to technology? 
 
What is the effect of the Internet on cross-cultural relations? on 
international development? 
 
Information Use  
 
How did your team share information about the other countries?  
How, and for what, did you use the information gathered, e.g., to 
further your own country’s plans, to help other countries? 
 
What importance was attached to where information was obtained? 
 
How significant was it if information gathered came from a 
monetarily rich or poor country? 
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Debriefing Topics 

Topic 2: Acquisition, Use and Value of Information 
continued 
 
Information Use continued 
 
If you got InfoFacts from your own country, how did you use 
this information? 
 
How did learning about other countries help your country? 
 
How did information gathered change your behavior during 
play, e.g., interact with another country using its cultural 
characteristic when in that country? 
 
What are some reasons for learning about other cultures? 
 
Value of Information 
 
What is the importance of “local” information in intercultural 
relations? 
 
What is the effect of people undervaluing / overvaluing their 
own information? other people's information?  Examples? 
 
What values of your culture were indicated in your Information 
Centers building plan? 
 
How do people put a value on information, e.g., value is in its 
use? 
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Debriefing Topics 

Topic 3: Knowledge and Culture 
 
In Pamoja, InfoFacts represent information about the cultures.  
How did you determine the accuracy of InfoFacts gathered? 
 
As you gathered information about the other countries, did you 
feel knowledgeable about their cultures?  If not, how could you 
have become more knowledgeable? 
 
How does information become knowledge? 
 
How much information do you need before you have 
knowledge? 
 
How do different cultures respect knowledge? 
 
Where does knowledge reside in a culture? 
 
How is knowledge power?  How does the use of this power 
differ from culture to culture? 
 
What are some effects of the purposeful withholding of 
information? 
 
How can power be enhanced or undermined by the sharing of 
knowledge? 
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Debriefing Topics 

Topic 4:  Cross-Cultural Relations 
 
How did you learn about the other cultures?  What were the 
most effective strategies? 
 
If you were to participate in Pamoja again, what would you do 
differently to learn about the other cultures? 
 
How did you feel going to a country where you didn’t know the 
culture?  If you felt uncomfortable, what did you do to feel more 
comfortable? 
 
What techniques did you use when interacting with the other 
countries whose cultures you didn’t know? 
 
What do people do when immersed in a culture not their own? 
 
What are some effective strategies for dealing with things you 
don’t understand? 
 
How did you feel/react when people from another country 
didn’t understand your culture? 
 
When you thought you had guessed the cultural characteristic 
of another country, how did that affect your behavior toward 
the country? 
 
When the cultural characteristic was revealed, did you wish you 
had behaved differently in certain countries?  If so, how?  What 
are some advantages of understanding other cultures? 
 
An individual cultural characteristic is not the core of a culture, 
but is an indicator.  What cultural values were indicated by 
some of the cultural characteristics today? 
 
What are some real life experiences you have had interacting with 
another group whose culture you didn’t know?  In light of today’s 
Pamoja experience, how might you react differently in the future in 
a similar situation? 
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Debriefing Topics 

Topic 5:  Cooperation and Competition 
 
How did you feel about countries with more or fewer resources 
than your country? 
 
If you had a lot of resources to begin with, how did that affect 
your attitude toward/relationship with other countries? 
 

Did you feel wealthy? powerful? benevolent? like 
winners? bountiful? guilty? secure? protectionist? 
 
Did you interact with generosity? greed? a patronizing 
manner? a cooperative attitude? openness? 

 
If you had few resources to begin with, how did that affect your 
attitude toward other countries? 

 
Did you feel resentful? poor? weak? determined? 
insecure? like losers? courageous? feisty? united? 

 
How did you feel about building resources in other countries? 
 
Who benefits from the building of Information Centers?  In 
what ways? 
 
When did you perhaps invest in something without immediate 
payback (e.g., planting trees, scholarships)? 
 
How did you feel when another country built resources for your 
country?  Did the other country involve you in the decision?  If 
so, how, and how did you feel?  If not, why not, and how did 
you feel? 
 
What are some impacts of charitable programs on 
development?  on cross-cultural relations, e.g., book donation 
programs and the effects on libraries and local publishing?   
 
What elements are needed to make charitable programs 
contribute to sustainable development? 
 
Did some countries cooperate more than others?  How or how 
not? 
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Debriefing Topics 

Topic 5: Cooperation and Competition continued 
 

Did other countries’ proximity or distance affect your 
interactions? 
 
What encouraged competition?  cooperation? 

 
Did any countries form alliances?  How?  Why?  Why not? 
 
What are the results/consequences of blocking access to 
information or making access difficult (e.g., research slowed, 
lives lost)? 
 
Did any teams share information with other teams?  If so, what 
were the effects?  If not, why not? 
 
What are the results/consequences of free access to 
information? 
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Debriefing Topics 

Topic 6: Negotiation 
 
When negotiating with Ambassadors, Country Representatives, 
Gatekeepers or Donors, what worked and what didn’t? 
 
What are some real life situations when you have to negotiate 
(e.g., parents and youth deciding on curfew time; library board 
and library staff)?  What strategies do you use? 
 
How did the amount of money and Information Centers you 
had influence your ability to negotiate?  How did the amount of 
money and the number of Information Centers another country 
had influence how you negotiated with it? 
 
Countries started with unequal amounts of money and number 
of Information Centers, but equal amounts of information.  Did 
any countries use information (InfoFacts) in negotiation?  If so, 
how, and what were the results?  If not, why not? 
 
Ambassadors - If you left a country without an InfoFact, how 
did you decide you had negotiated enough and had “failed”? 
 
How did you feel about countries with which you had 
successful/unsuccessful negotiations? 
 
What leads to successful negotiation?  How does this relate to a 
country’s culture? 
 
When negotiating with other countries about building an 
Information Center in your country, how did you feel?  taken 
advantage of? appreciative? cooperative? suspicious? powerful? 
 
When negotiating with other countries about building an 
Information Center in their country, how did you feel?  
powerful? benevolent? misunderstood? generous? taken 
advantage of? 
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Debriefing Topics 

Topic 6: Negotiation continued 
 

How did what you learned about the other countries’ cultures 
affect how you negotiated with them? 
 
How does negotiation vary from culture to culture?  How does 
understanding another’s culture make it easier to negotiate? 
 
How do negotiation skills exemplify cultural values? 
 
What happens when you misunderstand or try to change 
another culture’s rules of negotiation? 
 
What are some effective strategies for dealing with things you 
don’t understand? 
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Debriefing Topics 

Topic 7: Role Categorization and Stereotyping 
 
Note: This topic can be adapted to focus on diversity.  See also 
Topic 12. 
 
Note:  It is often useful to introduce this topic by writing the 
words Ambassador, Country Representative, Gatekeeper, 
Donor, and Banker at the top of individual flip chart sheets (or 
quarter sheets).  Ask the participants to call out words they 
think of when you say the term, e.g., “Ambassador”.  Quickly 
write these on the sheets of paper for each term. 
 
Which of the terms suggested are value-charged?  Which are 
stereotypes? 
 
How did these stereotypes affect interactions today? 
 
How do we react to others based on their roles?  Are there any 
examples from today’s activity? 
 
How did your feelings/perceptions affect your interactions? 
 
Did you react more to the person or to the role?  Give an 
example. 
 
How did reactions to individuals affect perceptions of entire 
countries?  What are some real life examples of when this 
happens  (exchange students, Peace Corps volunteers, Olympics 
participants)? 
 
In talking with your teammates how did you refer to other 
countries?  How value-charged were the terms used?  Did you 
use stereotypes? 
 
What were the effects of this terminology? 
 
How are our own cultural values indicated by the value-
charged terms we assign to others? 
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Debriefing Topics 

Topic 7: Role Categorization and Stereotyping continued 
 

Why did other countries want to/not want to interact with 
Country X? 
 
Do you think your country was misperceived by another 
country?  If so, how?  How did you feel and react? 
 
How do misperceptions and stereotypes of other countries or 
individuals lead to mistakes?  Give an example. 
 
What are some effective strategies for dealing with situations 
where we feel misunderstood because of our cultural values? 
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Debriefing Topics 

Topic 8: Teamwork 
 
Country Representatives:  What was your relationship with 
your country’s Ambassador? 
 
Ambassadors:  How did your relationship with your own 
Country Representative affect your interaction with other 
countries? 
 
Gatekeepers:  How did you cooperate with your Country 
Representative? 
 
Storekeeper/Banker:  How did your loyalty to your team affect 
your role? 
 
Donors:  How did you feel being separated from your team? 
 
How did your team share information?  How did you share 
money? 
 
What did your team do that most exemplified positive 
teamwork? 
 
What activity in Pamoja most brought your assigned group 
together as a team?  How? 
 
If you were to participate in Pamoja again, what might you do to 
have a stronger/closer team? 
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Debriefing Topics 

Topic 9: Success 
 
Who were the “winners” in today’s activity?  Why? 
 
How did you perceive your country’s level of success? 
 
You were given a goal of developing and following a plan for 
building Information Centers in your country.  How did your 
feelings of success relate to how you followed this goal? 
 
If your plan did not include other countries, what effect did that 
have on your success? 
 
If a country is economically poor, how could it be considered 
successful? 
 
If a country is economically rich, how could it be considered 
unsuccessful? 
 
What determines success for a country? 
 
What would result in all teams being “winners”/successful?  How 
might that be accomplished? 
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Debriefing Topics 

Topic 10: Ethics and Culture 
 
Does anyone consider that he or she or someone else “cheated”?  
If so, how and why?  What were the results?  Was this related to 
the culture of your country?  Were others aware of your 
actions? 
 
What is the difference between changing rules you may not 
agree with and “cheating”? 
 
Is it OK to cheat if you don’t get caught?  if it doesn’t “hurt” 
anyone? 
 
Donors/Storekeeper/Banker:  Did your teammates expect or 
ask for “special” treatment or favors?  If so, on what basis?  
What were the results?  How did you (and the requestor) feel 
about this?  How do others feel about it? 
 
Are there “special” rules for “special” people?  What are some 
of the criteria for being “special”? 
 
How does this vary from culture to culture? 
 
When interacting with someone from a different culture, what 
would you do if asked for special treatment or favors?  Would 
your behavior differ depending on whether you were in your 
own country or another country?  If so, how? 
 
What are some strategies for dealing with situations in a cross-
cultural context that make you feel uncomfortable based on your 
ethical beliefs? 
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Debriefing Topics 

Topic 11: Sustainable Library Development 
 
Note: This topic is particularly useful with participants involved 
with (or considering) assisting a community to develop a library 
or other information center, especially in another country (e.g., 
international assistance volunteers, missionaries, exchange 
teachers). 
 
Note: This topic can also be adapted to sustainable development 
in general or for specific development topics (e.g., agriculture; 
environment). 
 
Who was involved in the decision as to where Information 
Centers were placed in your country?  In real life, who would be 
included in these decisions? 
 
When you built or helped build an information center in 
another country, what were the priorities for where it was 
placed?  How were the priorities of the host country taken into 
consideration? 
 
What are some real life examples of a donor making all the 
decisions on a project or assistance (e.g., parents specifying 
exactly how allowance is to be spent)?  What are the long-term 
results of this? 
 
What are the effects on the sustainability of a project if the 
donor makes all or most of the decisions? 
 
What are some impacts of charitable programs on 
development?  on cross-cultural relations (e.g., book donation 
programs and the effects on libraries and local publishing)?  
What elements are needed to make charitable programs 
contribute to sustainable development? 
 
How do cultural values impact library sustainability? 
 
In real life, many projects compete for community resources 
such as time and money.  What are some reasons a community 
might choose other projects over a library?  a library over other 
projects?
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Debriefing Topics 

Topic 11: Sustainable Library Development continued 
 

Note: It might be useful to use flip chart paper to record the 
responses to the following two questions. 
 
What are some criteria for library sustainability (e.g., 
community involvement and support, source of continued 
funding, staff, local source of books and other materials)? 
 
What are some questions to ask yourself before beginning a 
library assistance project in another country (e.g., Who will the 
users be?  Is this wanted by the community and will they 
support it?  Is the community involved in all stages and 
decisions? Where will the books come from?  Will there be staff 
and funding after I leave?)? 
 
If you are already involved in a library project that seems to be 
more your responsibility than “owned” by the community, 
what might you do to involve the community and ultimately 
pass responsibility to its members (e.g., train others in all 
aspects, encourage youth involvement)? 
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Debriefing Topics 

Topic 12: Diversity 
 
 
How did the cultural characteristics vary depending on how 
many men or women were on the teams? 
 
How did diversity or lack of diversity in your team affect your 
culture and interactions? 
 
How could some of the cultural characteristics used today be 
changed to more strongly embrace diversity? 
 
If you come from a diverse society, what are some strategies for 
interacting with a culture that does not encourage diversity 
(e.g., when minorities are verbally attacked)? 
 
How diverse was the world of Pamoja countries created today?  
What were some strengths of this diversity? 
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Pamoja 
 

A Learning Activity for the Information Age 
 
 
In Pamoja, participants develop information resources and explore sharing and 
managing these resources in an intercultural context. 
 
 
 
Team Formation: You will form teams.  Each team represents a country.  Each 
country is designated by a color (Blue, Red, Green, Yellow, Purple, Orange, 
Silver, Gold).  Each country has Information Centers.  Information Centers are 
represented by Public Libraries, Universities, Museums and Community Centers. 
 
 
Each team has the following players: 
 
 • Country Representatives stay in their country to negotiate with all who 

come to get information from their country’s Information Centers. 
 
 • Ambassadors go to Information Centers in their own and other countries to 

get information.  They negotiate with Country Representatives, Gatekeepers, 
and Donors. 

 
 • Gatekeepers monitor entry to their country, compile facts, assist Country 

Representatives, and report for their team. 
 
Some teams have Donor Representatives, who listen to proposals and provide 
monetary assistance to countries to help them build Information Centers. 
 
One person will be the Storekeeper/Banker, who sells resources and issues 
money to all teams. 
 
 
 
Goal:  To follow a plan for building Information Centers in your country, and to 
learn about the cultures of the other countries.  To do this you may assist other 
countries in building their Information Centers. 
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Scenario 

 
 

 
Your country's Minister of Health has requested a briefing on the progress of 
your Information Centers building plan.  You realize that government support 
for future development of Information Centers will be linked to how well you 
have progressed with your building plan. 
 
The Minister will attend next month's Pamojaland World Health Conference.  
Your country's access to current vaccine research depends on successful 
interactions at this conference.  The Minister knows the importance of 
understanding the cultures of the other delegates when negotiating. 
 
Your team has the responsibility for informing the Minister of the cultural 
characteristics of the other countries.  Your country's success at the health 
conference will depend on how well you provide the Minister with this 
information. 
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Scenario 
 
 

 
Your country's Minister of State has requested a briefing on the progress of your 
Information Centers building plan.  You realize that government support for 
future development of Information Centers will be linked to how well you have 
progressed with your building plan. 
 
The Minister will attend next month's Pamojaland World Peace Conference.  
Your country's access to current information on the defense capabilities of the 
other countries depends on successful interactions at this conference.  The 
Minister knows the importance of understanding the cultures of the other 
delegates when negotiating. 
 
Your team has the responsibility for informing the Minister of the cultural 
characteristics of the other countries.  Your country's success at the peace 
conference will depend on how well you provide the Minister with this 
information. 
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Scenario 
 
 

 
Your country's Minister of Agriculture has requested a briefing on the progress 
of your Information Centers building plan.  You realize that government support 
for future development of Information Centers will be linked to how well you 
have progressed with your building plan. 
 
The Minister will attend next month's Pamojaland World Agriculture 
Conference.  Your country's access to current food crops research depends on 
successful interactions at this conference.  The Minister knows the importance of 
understanding the cultures of the other delegates when negotiating. 
 
Your team has the responsibility for informing the Minister of the cultural 
characteristics of the other countries.  Your country's success at the agriculture 
conference will depend on how well you provide the Minister with this 
information. 
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Scenario 
 
 

 
Your country's Minister of Commerce has requested a briefing on the progress of 
your Information Centers building plan.  You realize that government support 
for future development of Information Centers will be linked to how well you 
have progressed with your building plan. 
 
The Minister will attend next month's Pamojaland World Trade Conference.  
Your country's access to current import/export information depends on 
successful interactions at this conference.  The Minister knows the importance of 
understanding the cultures of the other delegates when negotiating. 
 
Your team has the responsibility for informing the Minister of the cultural 
characteristics of the other countries.  Your country's success at the trade 
conference will depend on how well you provide the Minister with this 
information.
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Donor Representative 
 
You are now a member of the Donor Representative team. 
 
 
 • You and the other Donor Representatives collectively receive a specific 

amount of Mojas you may distribute during the time allotted.  It is not 
necessary to distribute all funds available.  On the other hand, all funds may 
be distributed before play concludes.  This is the decision of the Donor 
Representatives. 

 
 
 • You and the other Donor Representatives may establish guidelines among 

yourselves for distribution of funds.  This is not, however, a requirement.  It 
is your decision. 

 
 
 • Ambassadors may ask you for monetary assistance.  Listen to their 

proposals.  Then, either give them Mojas, negotiate, or refuse to assist them.  
The level of assistance is your decision. 

 
 
 
 
FYI: 
 
Teams purchase Information Centers from the Storekeeper for the following 
prices: 
 
 
 Community Center - 500 Mojas 
 
 Public Library - 1,000 Mojas 
 
 Museum - 1,000 Mojas 
 
 University - 1,500 Mojas 
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Storekeeper/Banker 
 
You are now the Storekeeper/Banker for all teams.  A facilitator will give you a 
supply of Information Centers and money for you to distribute only as described 
below. Your responsibilities are to: 
 
Sell Information Centers: 
 • The Country Representative and Ambassador of any team may buy 

Information Centers from your store.  (You may stay in one place, or you may 
choose to make your store mobile.  Country Representatives may come to you 
or you may go to any country to sell information centers.) 

 
 • Sell information centers according to the following prices: 

Community Center - 500 Mojas 
Public Library - 1,000 Mojas 
Museum - 1,000 Mojas 
University - 1,500 Mojas 

 
Authenticate Completed Information Searches: 
 • Ambassadors of all teams come to your Bank with completed information 

searches.  You authenticate a successful search by matching the 
Ambassador’s Search card and InfoFact card to verify that the InfoFact is 
from the country designated on the Search card.  (You may go to the country 
on the Search card for further authentication, but this is not required.) 

 
If the InfoFact and Search cards match, initial or stamp the InfoFact 
card, return both cards to the Ambassador, and give the 
Ambassador 300 Mojas. 
 
If the InfoFact and Search cards do not match, return the Search 
card to the Ambassador and confiscate the InfoFact card.  Do not 
give the Ambassador any Mojas. 

 
Authenticate Chance Card Completion: 
 • The Ambassador of any team may come to you with a Chance card for 

authentication.  Follow the instructions on the card, or check that the 
instructions have been followed.  Take the Chance card and give the 
Ambassador a note stating “Chance completed” plus your initials or stamp to 
take to the Gatekeeper in the Ambassador’s own country.
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Blue Team 
 
The largest segment of your country's population is below the age of 20. 
The highest literacy rate in your country is in the Hills region. 
 
 
1. Create your country 

 
• Write your name and your team color on your name tag.  Leave 

space to write your role. 
 
• Draw your country and label the regions.  Your country has the 

following 4 regions: Capital, High Plateau, Coast, and Hills.  
Draw your country in any shape you choose. 

 
• Decide on one important characteristic of your country’s culture. 

 
Write 15 InfoFact clues about this cultural characteristic on 
the file cards provided, one InfoFact per card.  Write “Blue” 
at the top of each card. 
 
Tape the cards individually, with InfoFacts hidden, around 
the edge of your country flip chart. 

 
2. Decide on your country's Information Centers building plan. 
 

Write the plan on the back of this handout. 
 
You may revise your plan at any time.  Write all revisions on 
the back of this handout. 

 
FYI: You may purchase Information Centers during Play from the Storekeeper 

for the following prices: 
 
 Community Center - 500 Mojas 
 Public Library - 1,000 Mojas 
 Museum - 1,000 Mojas 
 University - 1,500 Mojas
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Blue Team 
 
 
 
1. Choose Roles. 
 
 

The roles are: 
 
Country Representative 
 
Ambassador 
 
Gatekeeper 
 
Storekeeper/Banker 

 
 
If there are more than four participants on your team, choose two 
or more Ambassadors.  When Play begins Ambassadors may each 
draw Search cards.  They may go to countries separately or 
together. 
 
A separate handout explaining each role is included in this packet. 
 
 
Write  your role on your name tag. 

 
 
 
 
2. Decide how all team members will act out your country’s cultural 
characteristic. 
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Blue Team 
Country Representative 

 
 
 
You stay in Blue country to represent your country in all negotiations concerning 
your country’s Information Centers.  You leave your country only to purchase 
Information Centers from the Store or to accompany an Ambassador to the 
Donors. 

 
 
You are responsible for your country’s Information Centers and InfoFacts. 
 
 
Your responsibilities are to: 
 
 
 • Place information centers in Blue country.  You purchase Information 

Centers for your country from the Storekeeper using money allocated at the 
beginning, earned by your Ambassador, or gained in negotiations with 
Ambassadors from other countries. 

 
 
 • Represent Blue country in negotiations with Ambassadors who come to 

your country to get InfoFacts from your Information Centers. 
  

 If the exact Information Center is present in the exact region of your 
country indicated on an Ambassador’s Search card, allow the 
Ambassador to choose and take an InfoFact card. 

 
 If the Information Center is not present in the exact region indicated, 

you may negotiate to purchase and place the Center.  You may bargain 
with the Ambassador or ask the Donors for assistance.  If you negotiate 
so that the Information Center is built, allow the Ambassador to 
choose and take an InfoFact card.  Negotiations may not always result 
in your obtaining an Information Center.
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Blue Team 
Ambassador 

 
You go on Information Searches. 
 
You are responsible for representing Blue country abroad, gathering information 
from other countries about their cultures, and getting money for your team. 
 
When play begins, draw a Search card from your country’s Gatekeeper.  (If you 
draw a Chance card, follow all directions.)  Remember: You must attempt to 
complete every Search card you draw; you may not draw another card until you 
have gone to the country indicated on the card and attempted to negotiate. 
 
 • Go to the Gatekeeper of the country indicated on the card and request 

entry to the country.  If your request is denied, attempt to negotiate entry.  If 
you are still refused entry, go home, return the Search card to your 
Gatekeeper, draw another Search card and start again.  If entry is granted, 
proceed to the Country Representative. 

 
Is the exact Information Center indicated on the Search card in the exact region of 
the country entered? 
 
 • If the Information Center is there, choose an InfoFact card from the 

country flip chart.  Take the InfoFact and Search card to the 
Storekeeper/Banker for authentication.  The Banker will give you 300 Mojas 
for your team.  Return home.  Give the InfoFact to your Gatekeeper.  If you 
get the InfoFact from your own country, you still receive 300 Mojas, but you 
may keep the InfoFact card to use in bargaining with other countries. 

 
 • If the Information Center is not there, you may negotiate with the Country 

Representative to buy it from the Store.  You may bargain.  You may ask 
Donors for assistance.  If negotiations result in the placement of the 
Information Center in the exact region indicated on your Search card, choose 
an InfoFact and proceed as above.  If negotiations do not result in the 
placement of the Center, return home, and give the Search card to your 
Gatekeeper.  You do not get any money from the Banker. 

 
Draw another Search card and proceed as above. 
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Blue Team 
Gatekeeper 

 
You stay at the border of Blue country. 
 
Your responsibilities are to issue Search cards, monitor entry to your country, 
compile InfoFacts, assist your Country Representative, and report for your team. 
 
 • When play begins, allow your country’s Ambassador to draw the top 

Search card from the deck.  (If a Chance card is drawn, be sure the 
Ambassador follows all instructions.  When the Chance card instructions are 
completed, take the card from the Ambassador, place it on the bottom of the 
pile, and allow the Ambassador to draw again.) 

 
If the Ambassador returns with an InfoFact from another country, take 
the InfoFact card.  (Keep all the InfoFact cards together, organized by 
country.)  Allow the Ambassador to draw the next Search card. 
 
If the Ambassador gets an InfoFact from your own country, the 
Ambassador may keep the InfoFact to use when negotiating with other 
countries.  Allow the Ambassador to draw the next Search card. 
 
If the Ambasssador returns without an InfoFact, take back the Search 
card, place it on the bottom of the deck, and allow the Ambassador to 
draw again. 

 
 • When another country’s Ambassador approaches you, permit, deny, or 

negotiate entry to your country.  The choice is yours. 
 
 • Assist your Country Representative as needed.  You might serve as 

Assistant Country Representative if more than one Ambassador comes to 
your country at the same time, or if your Country Representative leaves Blue 
country temporarily. 

 
 • Report for your team during the Debriefing.  You might be asked to talk 

about the plan for and development of Information Centers in Blue country, 
your country’s interactions with other countries, or the information gathered 
by your country about the other countries. 
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Blue Team 
 

Storekeeper/Banker 
 
 
 
 
You serve as the Storekeeper and Banker for all teams. 
 
 
 
Your responsibilities are to: 
 
 
 • Sell Information Centers to Country Representatives. 
 
 • Authenticate completed Information Searches and give Ambassadors 

money for successful searches. 
 
 • Issue money or Information Centers to Ambassadors who draw certain 

Chance cards.  Authenticate completed Chance cards. 
 
 
 
After your team decides how Blue country’s cultural characteristic will be acted 
out, a facilitator will ask you to go to the designated location for the Store/Bank 
and will provide you with supplies and additional instructions. 
 
 
 
Although you are from Blue country, you are the only Storekeeper/Banker for all 
countries. 
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Red Team 
 
Your country's Mountain region has successfully completed a major highway 
improvement plan. 
Your country has four official religions. 
 
1. Create your country 

 
• Write your name and your team color on your name tag.  Leave 

space to write your role. 
 
• Draw your country and label the regions.  Your country has 4 

regions: Capital, Mountain, Desert, and Gulf.  Draw your 
country in any shape you choose. 

 
• Decide on one important characteristic of your country’s culture. 

 
Write 15 InfoFact clues about this cultural characteristic on 
the file cards provided, one InfoFact per card.  Write “Red” 
at the top of each card. 
 
Tape the cards individually, with InfoFacts hidden, around 
the edge of your country flip chart. 

 
2. Decide on your country’s Information Centers building plan. 
 

Write the plan on the back of this handout. 
 
You may revise your plan at any time.  Write all revisions on 
the back of this handout. 

 
FYI:  You may purchase Information Centers during Play from the Storekeeper      

for the following prices: 
 
 Community Center - 500 Mojas 
 Public Library - 1,000 Mojas 
 Museum - 1,000 Mojas 
 University - 1,500 Mojas
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Red Team 
 
 
 
1. Choose Roles. 
 
 

The roles are 
 
Country Representative 
 
Ambassador 
 
Gatekeeper 
 
Donor Representative 

 
 
If there are more than four participants on your team, choose two 
or more Ambassadors.  When Play begins Ambassadors may each 
draw Search cards.  They may go to countries separately or 
together. 
 
A separate handout explaining each role is included in this packet. 
 
Write your role on your name tag. 

 
 
 
 
2. Decide how all team members will act out your country’s cultural 
characteristic. 
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Red Team 
Country Representative 

 
 
 
You stay in Red country to represent your country in all negotiations concerning 
your country’s Information Centers. You leave your country only to purchase 
Information Centers from the Store or to accompany an Ambassador to the 
Donors. 

 
 
You are responsible for your country’s Information Centers and InfoFacts. 
 
 
Your responsibilities are to: 
 
 
 • Place Information Centers in Red country.  You purchase Information 

Centers for your country from the Storekeeper using money allocated at the 
beginning, earned by your Ambassador, or gained in negotiations with 
Ambassadors from other countries. 

 
 
 • Represent Red country in negotiations with Ambassadors who come to 

your country to get InfoFacts from your Information Centers. 
  

 If the exact Information Center is present in the exact region of your 
country indicated on an Ambassador’s Search card, allow the 
Ambassador to choose and take an InfoFact card. 

 
 If the Information Center is not present in the exact region indicated, 

you may negotiate to purchase and place the Center.  You may bargain 
with the Ambassador or ask the Donors for assistance.  If you negotiate 
so that the Information Center is built, allow the Ambassador to 
choose and take an InfoFact card.  Negotiations may not always result 
in your obtaining an Information Center.
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Red Team 
Ambassador 

 
You go on Information Searches. 
 
You are responsible for representing Red country abroad, gathering information 
from other countries about their cultures, and getting money for your team. 
 
When play begins, draw a Search card from your country’s Gatekeeper.  (If you 
draw a Chance card, follow all directions.)  Remember: You must attempt to 
complete every Search card you draw; you may not draw another card until you 
have gone to the country indicated on the card and attempted to negotiate. 
 
 • Go to the Gatekeeper of the country indicated on the card and request 

entry to the country.  If your request is denied, attempt to negotiate entry.  If 
you are still refused entry, go home, return the Search card to your 
Gatekeeper, draw another Search card and start again.  If entry is granted, 
proceed to the Country Representative. 

 
Is the exact Information Center indicated on the Search card in the exact region of 
the country entered? 
 
 • If the Information Center is there, choose an InfoFact card from the 

country flip chart.  Take the InfoFact and Search card to the 
Storekeeper/Banker for authentication.  The Banker will give you 300 Mojas 
for your team.  Return home.  Give the InfoFact to your Gatekeeper.  If you 
get the InfoFact from your own country, you still receive 300 Mojas, but you 
may keep the InfoFact card to use in bargaining with other countries. 

 
 • If the Information Center is not there, you may negotiate with the Country 

Representative to buy it from the Store.  You may bargain.  You may ask 
Donors for assistance.  If negotiations result in the placement of the 
Information Center in the exact region indicated on your Search card, choose 
an InfoFact and proceed as above.  If negotiations do not result in the 
placement of the Center, return home, and give the Search card to your 
Gatekeeper.  You do not get any money from the Banker. 

 
Draw another Search card and proceed as above. 
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Red Team 
Gatekeeper 

 
You stay at the border of Red country. 
 
Your responsibilities are to issue Search cards, monitor entry to your country, 
compile InfoFacts, assist your Country Representative, and report for your team. 
 
 • When play begins, allow your country’s Ambassador to draw the top 

Search card from the deck.  (If a Chance card is drawn, be sure the 
Ambassador follows all instructions.  When the Chance card instructions are 
completed, take the card from the Ambassador, place it on the bottom of the 
pile, and allow the Ambassador to draw again.) 

 
If the Ambassador returns with an InfoFact from another country, take 
the InfoFact card.  (Keep all the InfoFact cards together, organized by 
country.)  Allow the Ambassador to draw the next Search card. 
 
If the Ambassador gets an InfoFact from your own country, the 
Ambassador may keep the InfoFact to use when negotiating with other 
countries.  Allow the Ambassador to draw the next Search card. 
 
If the Ambasssador returns without an InfoFact, take back the Search 
card, place it on the bottom of the deck, and allow the Ambassador to 
draw again. 

 
 • When another country’s Ambassador approaches you, permit, deny, or 

negotiate entry to your country.  The choice is yours. 
 
 • Assist your Country Representative as needed.  You might serve as 

Assistant Country Representative if more than one Ambassador comes to 
your country at the same time, or if your Country Representative leaves Red 
country temporarily. 

 
 • Report for your team during the Debriefing.  You might be asked to talk 

about the plan for and development of Information Centers in Red country, 
your country’s interactions with other countries, or the information gathered 
by your country about the other countries. 
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Red Team 
 

Donor Representative 
 
 
 
 
With Donor Representatives from other countries, you give monetary assistance 
to countries to help them build Information Centers. 
 
 
 
 
 • After your team decides how Red country’s cultural characteristic will be 

acted out, a facilitator will ask you to join the other Donor Representatives at 
a separate location.  You will remain in the donor area for the remainder of 
play.  Although you are from Red country, you also represent your Donor 
agency. 

 
 
 • A facilitator will provide additional instructions when you join the other 

Donor Representatives. 
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Green Team 
 
Recent archeological discoveries in the Lake region of your country have 
increased the potential for tourism. 
The voting age in your country was recently reduced to 16. 
 
1. Create your country 

 
• Write your name and your team color on your name tag.  Leave 

space to write you role. 
 
• Draw your country and label the regions.  Your country has the 

following 4 regions: Capital, River Delta, Lake, and Valley.  
Draw your country in any shape you choose. 

 
• Decide on one important characteristic of your country’s culture. 

 
Write 15 InfoFact clues about this cultural characteristic on 
the file cards provided, one InfoFact per card.  Write 
“Green” at the top of each card. 
 
Tape the cards individually, with InfoFacts hidden, around 
the edge of your country flip chart. 

 
2. Decide on your country’s Information Centers building plan. 
 

Write the plan on the back of this handout. 
 
You may revise your plan at any time.  Write revisions on 
the back of this handout. 

 
FYI: 
You may purchase Information Centers during Play from the Storekeeper for the 
following prices: 

 
 Community Center - 500 Mojas 
 Public Library - 1,000 Mojas 
 Museum - 1,000 Mojas 
 University - 1,500 Mojas
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Green Team 
 
 
 
1. Choose Roles. 
 

The roles are 
 
Country Representative 
 
Ambassador 
 
Gatekeeper 
 
Donor Representative 

 
 
If there are more than four participants on your team, choose two 
or more Ambassadors.  When Play begins Ambassadors may each 
draw Search cards.  They may go to countries separately or 
together. 
 
A separate handout explaining each role is included in this packet. 
 
 
Write your role on your name tag. 

 
 
 
 
2. Decide how all team members will act out your country’s cultural 
characteristic. 
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Green Team 
Country Representative 

 
 
 
You stay in Green country to represent your country in all negotiations 
concerning your country’s Information Centers.  You leave your country only to 
purchase Information Centers from the Store or to accompany an Ambassador to 
the Donors. 
 
 
You are responsible for your country’s Information Centers and InfoFacts. 

 
 
Your responsibilities are to: 
 
 
 • Place Information Centers in Green country.  You purchase Information 

Centers for your country from the Storekeeper using money allocated at the 
beginning, earned by your Ambassador, or gained in negotiations with 
Ambassadors from other countries. 

 
 
 • Represent Green country in negotiations with Ambassadors who come to 

your country to get InfoFacts from your Information Centers. 
  

 If the exact Information Center is present in the exact region of your 
country indicated on an Ambassador’s Search card, allow the 
Ambassador to choose and take an InfoFact card. 

 
 If the Information Center is not present in the exact region indicated, 

you may negotiate to obtain and place the Center. You may bargain 
with the Ambassador or ask the Donors for assistance.  If you negotiate 
so that the Information Center is built, allow the Ambassador to 
choose and take an InfoFact card.  Negotiations may not always result 
in your obtaining an Information Center. 
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Green Team 
Ambassador 

 
You go on Information Searches. 
 
You are responsible for representing Green country abroad, gathering 
information from other countries about their cultures, and getting money for 
your team. 
 
When play begins, draw a Search card from your country’s Gatekeeper.  (If you 
draw a Chance card, follow all directions.)  Remember: You must attempt to 
complete every Search card you draw; you may not draw another card until you 
have gone to the country indicated on the card and attempted to negotiate. 
 
 • Go to the Gatekeeper of the country indicated on the card and request 

entry to the country.  If your request is denied, attempt to negotiate entry.  If 
you are still refused entry, go home, return the Search card to your 
Gatekeeper, draw another Search card and start again.  If entry is granted, 
proceed to the Country Representative. 

 
Is the exact Information Center indicated on the Search card in the exact region of 
the country entered? 
 
 • If the Information Center is there, choose an InfoFact card from the 

country flip chart.  Take the InfoFact and Search card to the 
Storekeeper/Banker for authentication.  The Banker will give you 300 Mojas 
for your team.  Return home.  Give the InfoFact to your Gatekeeper.  If you 
get the InfoFact from your own country, you still receive 300 Mojas, but you 
may keep the InfoFact card to use in bargaining with other countries. 

 
 • If the Information Center is not there, you may negotiate with the Country 

Representative to buy it from the Store.  You may bargain.  You may ask 
Donors for assistance.  If negotiations result in the placement of the 
Information Center in the exact region indicated on your Search card, choose 
an InfoFact and proceed as above.  If negotiations do not result in the 
placement of the Center, return home, and give the Search card to your 
Gatekeeper.  You do not get any money from the Banker. 

 
Draw another Search card and proceed as above. 
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Green Team 
Gatekeeper 

 
You stay at the border of Green country. 
 
Your responsibilities are to issue Search cards, monitor entry to your country, 
compile InfoFacts, assist your Country Representative, and report for your team. 
 
 • When play begins, allow your country’s Ambassador to draw the top 

Search card from the deck.  (If a Chance card is drawn, be sure the 
Ambassador follows all instructions.  When the Chance card instructions are 
completed, take the card from the Ambassador, place it on the bottom of the 
pile, and allow the Ambassador to draw again.) 

 
If the Ambassador returns with an InfoFact from another country, take 
the InfoFact card.  (Keep all the InfoFact cards together, organized by 
country.)  Allow the Ambassador to draw the next Search card. 
 
If the Ambassador gets an InfoFact from your own country, the 
Ambassador may keep the InfoFact to use when negotiating with other 
countries.  Allow the Ambassador to draw the next Search card. 
 
If the Ambasssador returns without an InfoFact, take back the Search 
card, place it on the bottom of the deck, and allow the Ambassador to 
draw again. 

 
 • When another country’s Ambassador approaches you, permit, deny, or 

negotiate entry to your country.  The choice is yours. 
 
 • Assist your Country Representative as needed.  You might serve as 

Assistant Country Representative if more than one Ambassador comes to 
your country at the same time, or if your Country Representative leaves 
Green country temporarily. 

 
 • Report for your team during the Debriefing.  You might be asked to talk 

about the plan for and development of Information Centers in Green country, 
your country’s interactions with other countries, or the information gathered 
by your country about the other countries. 
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Green Team 
 

Donor Representative 
 
 
 
 
With Donor Representatives from other countries, you give monetary assistance 
to countries to help them build Information Centers. 
 
 
 
 
 • After your team decides how Green country’s cultural characteristic will 

be acted out, a facilitator will ask you to join the other Donor Representatives 
at a separate location.  You will remain in the donor area for the remainder of 
play.  Although you are from Green country, you also represent your Donor 
agency. 

 
 
 • A facilitator will provide additional instructions when you join the other 

Donor Representatives. 
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Yellow Team 
 
Years of drought in the Plains region have had a severe impact on your country's 
agricultural productivity. 
The people residing in the Rain Forest region speak a different language from the 
rest of the country. 
 
1. Create your country 

 
• Write your name and your team color on your name tag.  Leave 

space to write your role. 
 
• Draw your country and label the regions.  Your country has the 

following 4 regions: Capital, Rain Forest, Plains, and Bay Area.  
Draw your country in any shape you choose. 

 
• Decide on one important characteristic of your country’s culture. 

 
Write 15 InfoFact clues about this cultural characteristic on 
the file cards provided, one InfoFact per card.  Write 
“Yellow” at the top of each card. 
 
Tape the cards individually, with InfoFacts hidden, around 
the edge of your country flip chart. 

 
2. Decide on your country’s Information Centers building plan. 
 

Write the plan on the back of this handout. 
 
You may revise your plan at any time.  Write all revisions on 
the back of this handout. 

 
FYI: You may purchase Information Centers during Play from the Storekeeper 

for the following prices: 
 
 Community Center - 500 Mojas 
 Public Library - 1,000 Mojas 
 Museum - 1,000 Mojas 
 University - 1,500 Mojas
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Yellow Team 
 
 
 
1. Choose Roles. 
 
 

The roles are 
 
Country Representative 
 
Ambassador 
 
Gatekeeper 

 
 
If there are more than three participants on your team, choose two 
or more Ambassadors.  When Play begins Ambassadors may each 
draw Search cards.  They may go to countries separately or 
together. 
 
A separate handout explaining each role is included in this packet. 
 
 
Write your role on your name tag. 

 
 
 
 
2. Decide how all team members will act out your country’s cultural 
characteristic. 
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Yellow Team 
Country Representative 

 
 
 
You stay in Yellow country to represent your country in all negotiations 
concerning your country’s Information Centers.  You leave your country only to 
purchase Information Centers from the Store or to accompany an Ambassador to 
the Donors. 

 
 
You are responsible for your country’s Information Centers and InfoFacts. 
 
 
Your responsibilities are to: 
 
 
 • Place Information Centers in Yellow country.  You purchase Information 

Centers for your country from the Storekeeper using money allocated at the 
beginning, earned by your Ambassador, or gained in negotiations with 
Ambassadors from other countries. 

 
 
 • Represent Yellow country in negotiations with Ambassadors who come to 

your country to get InfoFacts from your Information Centers. 
  

 If the exact Information Center is present in the exact region of your 
country indicated on an Ambassador’s Search card, allow the 
Ambassador to choose and take an InfoFact card. 

 
 If the Information Center is not present in the exact region indicated, 

you may negotiate to purchase and place the Center.  You may bargain 
with the Ambassador or ask the Donors for assistance.  If you negotiate 
so that the Information Center is built, allow the Ambassador to 
choose and take an InfoFact card.  Negotiations may not always result 
in your obtaining an Information Center. 
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Yellow Team 
Ambassador 

 
You go on Information Searches. 
 
You are responsible for representing Yellow country abroad, gathering 
information from other countries about their cultures, and getting money for 
your team. 
 
When play begins, draw a Search card from your country’s Gatekeeper.  (If you 
draw a Chance card, follow all directions.)  Remember: You must attempt to 
complete every Search card you draw; you may not draw another card until you 
have gone to the country indicated on the card and attempted to negotiate. 
 
 • Go to the Gatekeeper of the country indicated on the card and request 

entry to the country.  If your request is denied, attempt to negotiate entry.  If 
you are still refused entry, go home, return the Search card to your 
Gatekeeper, draw another Search card and start again.  If entry is granted, 
proceed to the Country Representative. 

 
Is the exact Information Center indicated on the Search card in the exact region of 
the country entered? 
 
 • If the Information Center is there, choose an InfoFact card from the 

country flip chart.  Take the InfoFact and Search card to the 
Storekeeper/Banker for authentication.  The Banker will give you 300 Mojas 
for your team.  Return home.  Give the InfoFact to your Gatekeeper.  If you 
get the InfoFact from your own country, you still receive 300 Mojas, but you 
may keep the InfoFact card to use in bargaining with other countries. 

 
 • If the Information Center is not there, you may negotiate with the Country 

Representative to buy it from the Store.  You may bargain.  You may ask 
Donors for assistance.  If negotiations result in the placement of the 
Information Center in the exact region indicated on your Search card, choose 
an InfoFact and proceed as above.  If negotiations do not result in the 
placement of the Center, return home, and give the Search card to your 
Gatekeeper.  You do not get any money from the Banker. 

 
Draw another Search card and proceed as above. 
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Yellow Team 
Gatekeeper 

 
You stay at the border of Yellow country. 
 
Your responsibilities are to issue Search cards, monitor entry to your country, 
compile InfoFacts, assist your Country Representative, and report for your team. 
 
 • When play begins, allow your country’s Ambassador to draw the top 

Search card from the deck.  (If a Chance card is drawn, be sure the 
Ambassador follows all instructions.  When the Chance card instructions are 
completed, take the card from the Ambassador, place it on the bottom of the 
pile, and allow the Ambassador to draw again.) 

 
If the Ambassador returns with an InfoFact from another country, take 
the InfoFact card.  (Keep all the InfoFact cards together, organized by 
country.)  Allow the Ambassador to draw the next Search card. 
 
If the Ambassador gets an InfoFact from your own country, the 
Ambassador may keep the InfoFact to use when negotiating with other 
countries.  Allow the Ambassador to draw the next Search card. 
 
If the Ambasssador returns without an InfoFact, take back the Search 
card, place it on the bottom of the deck, and allow the Ambassador to 
draw again. 

 
 • When another country’s Ambassador approaches you, permit, deny, or 

negotiate entry to your country.  The choice is yours. 
 
 • Assist your Country Representative as needed.  You might serve as 

Assistant Country Representative if more than one Ambassador comes to 
your country at the same time, or if your Country Representative leaves 
Yellow country temporarily. 

 
 • Report for your team during the Debriefing.  You might be asked to talk 

about the plan for and development of Information Centers in Yellow 
country, your country’s interactions with other countries, or the information 
gathered by your country about the other countries. 
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Purple Team 
 
Women over the age of 60 are the fastest growing segment of your country's 
population. 
The people residing in the Highland and Peninsula regions are attempting to 
resolve their traditional differences. 
 
1. Create your country 

 
• Write your name and your team color on your name tag.  Leave 

space to write your role. 
 
• Draw your country and label the regions.  Your country has the 

following 4 regions: Capital, Highlands, Peninsula, and Forest.  
Draw your country in any shape you choose. 

 
• Decide on one important characteristic of your country’s culture. 

 
Write 15 InfoFact clues about this cultural characteristic on 
the file cards provided, one InfoFact per card.  Write 
“Purple” at the top of each card. 
 
Tape the cards individually, with InfoFacts hidden, around 
the edge of your country’s flip chart. 

 
2. Decide on your country’s Information Centers building plan. 
 

Write the plan on the back of this handout. 
 
You may revise your plan at any time.  Write all revisions on the 
back of this handout. 

 
FYI: You may purchase Information Centers during Play from the Storekeeper 

for the following prices: 
 
 Community Center - 500 Mojas 
 Public Library - 1,000 Mojas 
 Museum - 1,000 Mojas 
 University - 1,500 Mojas
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Purple Team 
 
 
 
1. Choose Roles. 
 
 

The roles are 
 
Country Representative 
 
Ambassador 
 
Gatekeeper 

 
 
If there are more than three participants on your team, choose two 
or more Ambassadors.  When Play begins Ambassadors may each 
draw Search cards.  They may go to countries separately or 
together. 
 
A separate handout explaining each role is included in this packet. 
 
 
Write your role on your name tag. 

 
 
 
 
2. Decide how all team members will act out your country’s cultural 
characteristic. 
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Purple Team 
Country Representative 

 
 
 
You stay in Purple country to represent your country in all negotiations 
concerning your country’s Information Centers.  You leave your country only to 
purchase Information Centers from the Store or to accompany an Ambassador to 
the Donors. 

 
 
You are responsible for your country’s Information Centers and InfoFacts. 
 
 
Your responsibilities are to: 
 
 
 • Place Information Centers in Purple country.  You purchase Information 

Centers for your country from the Storekeeper using money allocated at the 
beginning, earned by your Ambassador, or gained in negotiations with 
Ambassadors from other countries. 

 
 
 • Represent Purple country in negotiations with Ambassadors who come to 

your country to get InfoFacts from your Information Centers. 
  

 If the exact Information Center is present in the exact region of your 
country indicated on an Ambassador’s Search card, allow the 
Ambassador to choose and take an InfoFact card. 

 
 If the Information Center is not present in the exact region indicated, 

you may negotiate to purchase and place the Center.  You may bargain 
with the Ambassador or ask the Donors for assistance.  If you negotiate 
so that the Information Center is built, allow the Ambassador to 
choose and take an InfoFact card.  Negotiations may not always result 
in your obtaining an Information Center. 
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Purple Team 
Ambassador 

 
You go on Information Searches. 
 
You are responsible for representing Purple country abroad, gathering 
information from other countries about their cultures, and getting money for 
your team. 
 
When play begins, draw a Search card from your country’s Gatekeeper.  (If you 
draw a Chance card, follow all directions.)  Remember: You must attempt to 
complete every Search card you draw; you may not draw another card until you 
have gone to the country indicated on the card and attempted to negotiate. 
 
 • Go to the Gatekeeper of the country indicated on the card and request 

entry to the country.  If your request is denied, attempt to negotiate entry.  If 
you are still refused entry, go home, return the Search card to your 
Gatekeeper, draw another Search card and start again.  If entry is granted, 
proceed to the Country Representative. 

 
Is the exact Information Center indicated on the Search card in the exact region of 
the country entered? 
 
 • If the Information Center is there, choose an InfoFact card from the 

country flip chart.  Take the InfoFact and Search card to the 
Storekeeper/Banker for authentication.  The Banker will give you 300 Mojas 
for your team.  Return home.  Give the InfoFact to your Gatekeeper.  If you 
get the InfoFact from your own country, you still receive 300 Mojas, but you 
may keep the InfoFact card to use in bargaining with other countries. 

 
 • If the Information Center is not there, you may negotiate with the Country 

Representative to buy it from the Store.  You may bargain.  You may ask 
Donors for assistance.  If negotiations result in the placement of the 
Information Center in the exact region indicated on your Search card, choose 
an InfoFact and proceed as above.  If negotiations do not result in the 
placement of the Center, return home, and give the Search card to your 
Gatekeeper.  You do not get any money from the Banker. 

 
Draw another Search card and proceed as above. 
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Purple Team 
Gatekeeper 

 
You stay at the border of Purple country. 
 
Your responsibilities are to issue Search cards, monitor entry to your country, 
compile InfoFacts, assist your Country Representative, and report for your team. 
 
 • When play begins, allow your country’s Ambassador to draw the top 

Search card from the deck.  (If a Chance card is drawn, be sure the 
Ambassador follows all instructions.  When the Chance card instructions are 
completed, take the card from the Ambassador, place it on the bottom of the 
pile, and allow the Ambassador to draw again.) 

 
If the Ambassador returns with an InfoFact from another country, take 
the InfoFact card.  (Keep all the InfoFact cards together, organized by 
country.)  Allow the Ambassador to draw the next Search card. 
 
If the Ambassador gets an InfoFact from your own country, the 
Ambassador may keep the InfoFact to use when negotiating with other 
countries.  Allow the Ambassador to draw the next Search card. 
 
If the Ambasssador returns without an InfoFact, take back the Search 
card, place it on the bottom of the deck, and allow the Ambassador to 
draw again. 

 
 • When another country’s Ambassador approaches you, permit, deny, or 

negotiate entry to your country.  The choice is yours. 
 
 • Assist your Country Representative as needed.  You might serve as 

Assistant Country Representative if more than one Ambassador comes to 
your country at the same time, or if your Country Representative leaves 
Purple country temporarily. 

 
 • Report for your team during the Debriefing.  You might be asked to talk 

about the plan for and development of Information Centers in Purple 
country, your country’s interactions with other countries, or the information 
gathered by your country about the other countries. 
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Orange Team 
 
Natural disasters have had a negative impact on tourism to the Island region of 
your country. 
Handicrafts from the Mesa region are in high demand throughout the world. 
 
1. Create your country 

 
• Write your name and your team color on your name tag.  Leave 

space to write your role. 
 
• Draw your country and label the regions.  Your country has the 

following 4 regions: Capital, Mesa, Island, and Harbor.  Draw 
your country in any shape you choose. 

 
• Decide on one important characteristic of your country’s culture. 

 
Write 15 InfoFact clues about this cultural characteristic on 
the file cards provided, one InfoFact per card.  Write 
“Orange” at the top of each card. 
 
Tape the cards individually, with InfoFacts hidden, around 
the edge of your country flip chart. 

 
2. Decide on your country’s Information Centers building plan. 

 
Write the plan on the back of this handout. 
 
You may revise your plan at any time.  Write all revisions on 
the back of this handout. 

 
 

FYI: You may purchase Information Centers during Play from the Storekeeper 
for the following prices: 

 
 Community Center - 500 Mojas 
 Public Library - 1,000 Mojas 
 Museum - 1,000 Mojas 
 University - 1,500 Mojas
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Orange Team 
 
 
 
1. Choose Roles. 
 

The roles are 
 
Country Representative 
 
Ambassador 
 
Gatekeeper 
 
Donor Representative 

 
 
If there are more than four participants on your team, choose two 
or more Ambassadors.  When Play begins Ambassadors may each 
draw Search cards.  They may go to countries separately or 
together. 
 
A separate handout explaining each role is included in this packet. 
 
Write your role on your name tag. 

 
 
 
 
2. Decide how all team members will act out your country’s cultural 
characteristic. 
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Orange Team 
Country Representative 

 
 
You stay in Orange country to represent your country in all negotiations 
concerning your country’s Information Centers.  You leave your country only to 
purchase Information Centers from the Store or to accompany an Ambassador to 
the Donors. 

 
 
You are responsible for your country’s Information Centers and InfoFacts. 
 
 
Your responsibilities are to: 
 
 
 • Place Information Centers in Orange country.  You purchase Information 

Centers for your country from the Storekeeper using money allocated at the 
beginning, earned by your Ambassador, or gained in negotiations with 
Ambassadors from other countries. 

 
 
 • Represent Orange country in negotiations with Ambassadors who come to 

your country to get InfoFacts from your Information Centers. 
  

 If the exact Information Center is present in the exact region of your 
country indicated on an Ambassador’s Search card, allow the 
Ambassador to choose and take an InfoFact card. 

 
 If the Information Center is not present in the exact region indicated, 

you may negotiate to purchase and place the Center.  You may bargain 
with the Ambassador or ask the Donors for assistance.  If you negotiate 
so that the Information Center is built, allow the Ambassador to 
choose and take an InfoFact card.  Negotiations may not always result 
in your obtaining an Information Center. 
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Orange Team 
Ambassador 

 
You go on Information Searches. 
 
You are responsible for representing Orange country abroad, gathering 
information from other countries about their cultures, and getting money for 
your team. 
 
When play begins, draw a Search card from your country’s Gatekeeper.  (If you 
draw a Chance card, follow all directions.)  Remember: You must attempt to 
complete every Search card you draw; you may not draw another card until you 
have gone to the country indicated on the card and attempted to negotiate. 
 
 • Go to the Gatekeeper of the country indicated on the card and request 

entry to the country.  If your request is denied, attempt to negotiate entry.  If 
you are still refused entry, go home, return the Search card to your 
Gatekeeper, draw another Search card and start again.  If entry is granted, 
proceed to the Country Representative. 

 
Is the exact Information Center indicated on the Search card in the exact region of 
the country entered? 
 
 • If the Information Center is there, choose an InfoFact card from the 

country flip chart.  Take the InfoFact and Search card to the 
Storekeeper/Banker for authentication.  The Banker will give you 300 Mojas 
for your team.  Return home.  Give the InfoFact to your Gatekeeper.  If you 
get the InfoFact from your own country, you still receive 300 Mojas, but you 
may keep the InfoFact card to use in bargaining with other countries. 

 
 • If the Information Center is not there, you may negotiate with the Country 

Representative to buy it from the Store.  You may bargain.  You may ask 
Donors for assistance.  If negotiations result in the placement of the 
Information Center in the exact region indicated on your Search card, choose 
an InfoFact and proceed as above.  If negotiations do not result in the 
placement of the Center, return home, and give the Search card to your 
Gatekeeper.  You do not get any money from the Banker. 

 
Draw another Search card and proceed as above. 
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Orange Team 
Gatekeeper 

 
You stay at the border of Orange country. 
 
Your responsibilities are to issue Search cards, monitor entry to your country, 
compile InfoFacts, assist your Country Representative, and report for your team. 
 
 • When play begins, allow your country’s Ambassador to draw the top 

Search card from the deck.  (If a Chance card is drawn, be sure the 
Ambassador follows all instructions.  When the Chance card instructions are 
completed, take the card from the Ambassador, place it on the bottom of the 
pile, and allow the Ambassador to draw again.) 

 
If the Ambassador returns with an InfoFact from another country, take 
the InfoFact card.  (Keep all the InfoFact cards together, organized by 
country.)  Allow the Ambassador to draw the next Search card. 
 
If the Ambassador gets an InfoFact from your own country, the 
Ambassador may keep the InfoFact to use when negotiating with other 
countries.  Allow the Ambassador to draw the next Search card. 
 
If the Ambasssador returns without an InfoFact, take back the Search 
card, place it on the bottom of the deck, and allow the Ambassador to 
draw again. 

 
 • When another country’s Ambassador approaches you, permit, deny, or 

negotiate entry to your country.  The choice is yours. 
 
 • Assist your Country Representative as needed.  You might serve as 

Assistant Country Representative if more than one Ambassador comes to 
your country at the same time, or if your Country Representative leaves 
Orange country temporarily. 

 
 • Report for your team during the Debriefing.  You might be asked to talk 

about the plan for and development of Information Centers in Orange 
country, your country’s interactions with other countries, or the information 
gathered by your country about the other countries. 
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Orange Team 
 

Donor Representative 
 
 
 
 
With Donor Representatives from other countries, you give monetary assistance 
to countries to help them build Information Centers. 
 
 
 
 
 • After your team decides how Orange country’s cultural characteristic will 

be acted out, a facilitator will ask you to join the other Donor Representatives 
at a separate location.  You will remain in the donor area for the remainder of 
play.  Although you are from Orange country, you also represent your Donor 
agency. 

 
 
 • A facilitator will provide additional instructions when you join the other 

Donor Representatives. 
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Silver Team 
 
Recent growth of cities in the Meadow region of your country has had a negative 
impact on available farmland. 
Girls in every region of your country except the Canyon region have the right to 
attend school. 
 
1. Create your country 

 
• Write your name and your team color on your name tag.  Leave 

space to write your role. 
 
• Draw your country and label the regions.  Your country has the 

following 4 regions: Capital, Canyon, Uplands, and Meadow.  
Draw your country in any shape you choose. 

 
• Decide on one important characteristic of your country’s culture. 

 
Write 15 InfoFact clues about this cultural characteristic on 
the file cards provided, one InfoFact per card.  Write “Silver” 
at the top of each card. 
 
Tape the cards individually, with InfoFacts hidden, around 
the edge of your country flip chart. 

 
2. Decide on your country’s Information Centers building plan. 
 

Write the plan on the back of this handout. 
 
You may revise your plan at any time.  Write all revisions on 
the back of this handout. 

 
FYI: You may purchase Information Centers during Play from the Storekeeper 

for the following prices: 
 
 Community Center - 500 Mojas 
 Public Library - 1,000 Mojas 
 Museum - 1,000 Mojas 
 University - 1,500 Mojas
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Silver Team 
 
 
 
1. Choose Roles. 
 
 

The roles are 
 
Country Representative 
 
Ambassador 
 
Gatekeeper 

 
 
If there are more than three participants on your team, choose two 
or more Ambassadors.  When Play begins Ambassadors may each 
draw Search cards.  They may go to countries separately or 
together. 
 
A separate handout explaining each role is included in this packet. 
 
Write your role on your name tag. 

 
 
 
 
2. Decide how all team members will act out your country’s cultural 
characteristic. 
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Silver Team 
Country Representative 

 
 
 
You stay in Silver country to represent your country in all negotiations 
concerning your country’s Information Centers.  You leave your country only to 
purchase Information Centers from the Store or to accompany an Ambassador to 
the Donors. 

 
 
You are responsible for your country’s Information Centers and InfoFacts. 
 
 
Your responsibilities are to: 
 
 • Place Information Centers in Silver country.  You purchase Information 

Centers for your country from the Storekeeper using money allocated at the 
beginning, earned by your Ambassador, or gained in negotiations with 
Ambassadors from other countries. 

 
 
 • Represent Silver country in negotiations with Ambassadors who come to 

your country to get InfoFacts from your Information Centers. 
  

 If the exact Information Center is present in the exact region of your 
country indicated on an Ambassador’s Search card, allow the 
Ambassador to choose and take an InfoFact card. 

 
 If the Information Center is not present in the exact region indicated, 

you may negotiate to purchase and place the Center.  You may bargain 
with the Ambassador or ask the Donors for assistance.  If you negotiate 
so that the Information Center is built, allow the Ambassador to 
choose and take an InfoFact card.  Negotiations may not always result 
in your obtaining an Information Center. 
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Silver Team 
Ambassador 

 
You go on Information Searches. 
 
You are responsible for representing Silver country abroad, gathering 
information from other countries about their cultures, and getting money for 
your team. 
 
When play begins, draw a Search card from your country’s Gatekeeper.  (If you 
draw a Chance card, follow all directions.)  Remember: You must attempt to 
complete every Search card you draw; you may not draw another card until you 
have gone to the country indicated on the card and attempted to negotiate. 
 
 • Go to the Gatekeeper of the country indicated on the card and request 

entry to the country.  If your request is denied, attempt to negotiate entry.  If 
you are still refused entry, go home, return the Search card to your 
Gatekeeper, draw another Search card and start again.  If entry is granted, 
proceed to the Country Representative. 

 
Is the exact Information Center indicated on the Search card in the exact region of 
the country entered? 
 
 • If the Information Center is there, choose an InfoFact card from the 

country flip chart.  Take the InfoFact and Search card to the 
Storekeeper/Banker for authentication.  The Banker will give you 300 Mojas 
for your team.  Return home.  Give the InfoFact to your Gatekeeper.  If you 
get the InfoFact from your own country, you still receive 300 Mojas, but you 
may keep the InfoFact card to use in bargaining with other countries. 

 
 • If the Information Center is not there, you may negotiate with the Country 

Representative to buy it from the Store.  You may bargain.  You may ask 
Donors for assistance.  If negotiations result in the placement of the 
Information Center in the exact region indicated on your Search card, choose 
an InfoFact and proceed as above.  If negotiations do not result in the 
placement of the Center, return home, and give the Search card to your 
Gatekeeper.  You do not get any money from the Banker. 

 
Draw another Search card and proceed as above. 
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Silver Team 
Gatekeeper 

 
You stay at the border of Silver country. 
 
Your responsibilities are to issue Search cards, monitor entry to your country, 
compile InfoFacts, assist your Country Representative, and report for your team. 
 
 • When play begins, allow your country’s Ambassador to draw the top 

Search card from the deck.  (If a Chance card is drawn, be sure the 
Ambassador follows all instructions.  When the Chance card instructions are 
completed, take the card from the Ambassador, place it on the bottom of the 
pile, and allow the Ambassador to draw again.) 

 
If the Ambassador returns with an InfoFact from another country, take 
the InfoFact card.  (Keep all the InfoFact cards together, organized by 
country.)  Allow the Ambassador to draw the next Search card. 
 
If the Ambassador gets an InfoFact from your own country, the 
Ambassador may keep the InfoFact to use when negotiating with other 
countries.  Allow the Ambassador to draw the next Search card. 
 
If the Ambasssador returns without an InfoFact, take back the Search 
card, place it on the bottom of the deck, and allow the Ambassador to 
draw again. 

 
 • When another country’s Ambassador approaches you, permit, deny, or 

negotiate entry to your country.  The choice is yours. 
 
 • Assist your Country Representative as needed.  You might serve as 

Assistant Country Representative if more than one Ambassador comes to 
your country at the same time, or if your Country Representative leaves 
Silver country temporarily. 

 
 • Report for your team during the Debriefing.  You might be asked to talk 

about the plan for and development of Information Centers in Silver country, 
your country’s interactions with other countries, or the information gathered 
by your country about the other countries. 
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Gold Team 
 
Worldwide demand for your country's primary mineral export has declined. 
There is an exodus of people from the Canal region. 
 
1. Create your country 

 
• Write your name and your team color on your name tag.  Leave 

space to write your role. 
 
• Draw your country and label the regions.  Your country has the 

following 4 regions: Capital, Canal, Lowlands, and Beach.  
Draw your country in any shape you choose. 

 
• Decide on one important characteristic of your country’s culture. 

 
Write 15 InfoFact clues about this cultural characteristic on 
the file cards provided, one InfoFact per card.  Write “Gold” 
at the top of each card. 
 
Tape the cards individually, with InfoFacts hidden, around 
the edge of your country flip chart. 

 
 
2. Decide on your country’s Information Centers building plan. 
 

Write the plan on the back of this handout. 
 
You may revise your plan at any time.  Write all revisions on 
the back of this handout. 

 
FYI: You may purchase Information Centers during Play from the Storekeeper 

for the following prices: 
 
 Community Center - 500 Mojas 
 Public Library - 1,000 Mojas 
 Museum - 1,000 Mojas 
 University - 1,500 Mojas 
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Gold Team 
 
 
 
1. Choose Roles. 
 
 

The roles are 
 
Country Representative 
 
Ambassador 
 
Gatekeeper 

 
 
If there are more than three participants on your team, choose two 
or more Ambassadors.  When Play begins Ambassadors may each 
draw Search cards.  They may go to countries separately or 
together. 
 
A separate handout explaining each role is included in this packet. 
 
 
Write your role on your name tag. 

 
 
 
2. Decide  how all team members will act out your country’s 
cultural characteristic. 
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Gold Team 
Country Representative 

 
 
 
You stay in Gold country to represent your country in all negotiations 
concerning your country’s Information Centers.  You leave your country only to 
purchase Information Centers from the Store or to accompany an Ambassador to 
the Donors. 
 
 
You are responsible for your country’s Information Centers and InfoFacts. 

 
 
Your responsibilities are to: 
 
 
 • Place Information Centers in Gold country.  You purchase Information 

Centers for your country from the Storekeeper using money allocated at the 
beginning, earned by your Ambassador, or gained in negotiations with 
Ambassadors from other countries. 

 
 
 • Represent Gold country in negotiations with Ambassadors who come to 

your country to get InfoFacts from your Information Centers. 
  

 If the exact Information Center is present in the exact region of your 
country indicated on an Ambassador’s Search card, allow the 
Ambassador to choose and take an InfoFact card. 

 
 If the Information Center is not present in the exact region indicated, 

you may negotiate to obtain and place the Center.  You may bargain 
with the Ambassador or ask the Donors for assistance.  If you negotiate 
so that the Information Center is built, allow the Ambassador to 
choose and take an InfoFact card.  Negotiations may not always result 
in your obtaining an Information Center. 
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Gold Team 
Ambassador 

 
You go on Information Searches. 
 
You are responsible for representing Gold country abroad, gathering information 
from other countries about their cultures, and getting money for your team. 
 
When play begins, draw a Search card from your country’s Gatekeeper.  (If you 
draw a Chance card, follow all directions.)  Remember: You must attempt to 
complete every Search card you draw; you may not draw another card until you 
have gone to the country indicated on the card and attempted to negotiate. 
 
 • Go to the Gatekeeper of the country indicated on the card and request 

entry to the country.  If your request is denied, attempt to negotiate entry.  If 
you are still refused entry, go home, return the Search card to your 
Gatekeeper, draw another Search card and start again.  If entry is granted, 
proceed to the Country Representative. 

 
Is the exact Information Center indicated on the Search card in the exact region of 
the country entered? 
 
 • If the Information Center is there, choose an InfoFact card from the 

country flip chart.  Take the InfoFact and Search card to the 
Storekeeper/Banker for authentication.  The Banker will give you 300 Mojas 
for your team.  Return home.  Give the InfoFact to your Gatekeeper.  If you 
get the InfoFact from your own country, you still receive 300 Mojas, but you 
may keep the InfoFact card to use in bargaining with other countries. 

 
 • If the Information Center is not there, you may negotiate with the Country 

Representative to buy it from the Store.  You may bargain.  You may ask 
Donors for assistance.  If negotiations result in the placement of the 
Information Center in the exact region indicated on your Search card, choose 
an InfoFact and proceed as above.  If negotiations do not result in the 
placement of the Center, return home, and give the Search card to your 
Gatekeeper.  You do not get any money from the Banker. 

 
Draw another Search card and proceed as above. 
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Gold Team 
Gatekeeper 

 
You stay at the border of Gold country. 
 
Your responsibilities are to issue Search cards, monitor entry to your country, 
compile InfoFacts, assist your Country Representative, and report for your team. 
 
 • When play begins, allow your country’s Ambassador to draw the top 

Search card from the deck.  (If a Chance card is drawn, be sure the 
Ambassador follows all instructions.  When the Chance card instructions are 
completed, take the card from the Ambassador, place it on the bottom of the 
pile, and allow the Ambassador to draw again.) 

 
If the Ambassador returns with an InfoFact from another country, take 
the InfoFact card.  (Keep all the InfoFact cards together, organized by 
country.)  Allow the Ambassador to draw the next Search card. 
 
If the Ambassador gets an InfoFact from your own country, the 
Ambassador may keep the InfoFact to use when negotiating with other 
countries.  Allow the Ambassador to draw the next Search card. 

 
If the Ambasssador returns without an InfoFact, take back the Search 
card, place it on the bottom of the deck, and allow the Ambassador to 
draw again. 

 
 • When another country’s Ambassador approaches you, permit, deny, or 

negotiate entry to your country.  The choice is yours. 
 
 • Assist your Country Representative as needed.  You might serve as 

Assistant Country Representative if more than one Ambassador comes to 
your country at the same time, or if your Country Representative leaves Gold 
country temporarily. 

 
 • Report for your team during the Debriefing.  You might be asked to talk 

about the plan for and development of Information Centers in Gold country, 
your country’s interactions with other countries, or the information gathered 
by your country about the other countries. 

 


